Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited and The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited take no
responsibility for the contents of this announcement, make no representation as to its accuracy or
completeness and expressly disclaim any liability whatsoever for any loss howsoever arising from or
in reliance upon the whole or any part of the contents of this announcement.
The securities to be issued pursuant to the Merger have not been registered under the United States
Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”) or the securities laws of any State of the
United States or any other jurisdiction and may not be offered or sold in the United States, or to or
for the account or benefit of any U.S. person, except pursuant to an applicable exemption from, or in
a transaction not subject to, registration under the Securities Act. No offer or sale of securities has
been or will be registered under the Securities Act or under the applicable securities laws of any other
jurisdiction. There will be no public offer of the new securities in the United States or any other
jurisdiction.
This announcement appears for information purposes only and does not constitute an invitation or
offer to acquire, purchase or subscribe for securities of CSR or CNR, nor is it any solicitation of any
vote or approval in any jurisdiction.
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ANNOUNCEMENT
IMPLEMENTATION OF EXERCISE OF
CNR PUT OPTION FOR CNR H SHARES

INTRODUCTION
References are made to (i) the joint announcement published by CNR and CSR dated
30 December 2014; (ii) the circular jointly published by CNR and CSR dated 21
January 2015 (the “Circular”); (iii) the announcement published by CNR dated 5
February 2015 regarding, among others, the merger of CNR and CSR; (iv) the
announcement published by CNR dated 16 February 2015 regarding the indicative
timeline for the exercise of the CNR Put Option and the indicative timeline for
implementation of the share exchange; and (v) the announcement published by CNR
dated 27 April 2015 regarding the revised indicative timeline for the exercise of the
CNR Put Option and the revised indicative timeline for implementation of the share
exchange. Unless otherwise defined herein, capitalised terms used in this
announcement shall have the same meanings as defined in the Circular. This
announcement contains information regarding exercise of CNR Put Option for CNR
H Shares.
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The duration of the CNR Put Option Declaration Period for CNR A Shares will be one
Trading Day, which is determined in accordance with the Memorandum No.6 on
Information Disclosure of Material Asset Reorganisations of Listed Companies —
Listed Company Cash Alternative Guidelines (Trial Implementation) (Revised
August 2012) 《上市公司重大資產重組信息披露工作備忘錄第六號上市公司現金選
擇權業務指引（試行）
（2012年8月修訂）》. The duration of the CNR Put Option
Declaration Period for CNR H Shares will follow the CNR Put Option Declaration
Period for CNR A Shares and will be one Trading Day.
FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT EXERCISE OF CNR PUT OPTION FOR
H SHARES
The CNR Put Option Declaration Period
The CNR Put Option Declaration Period shall be 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on 7 May
2015.
Conditions to the entitlement to exercise CNR Put Option for CNR H Shares
As contemplated by the section headed “Action to be taken by CNR Dissenting
Shareholders holding CNR H Shares to exercise the CNR Put Option — Entitlement
to Exercise the CNR Put Option” in the Circular, the entitlement of a CNR Dissenting
Shareholder holding CNR H Shares to exercise the CNR Put Option shall be subject
to the following conditions (the “Entitlement Conditions”):
(i) the CNR Dissenting Shareholder holding CNR H Shares having cast Effective
Dissenting Votes (the “Effective Dissenting Shares”) in respect of each of the
resolutions regarding the Merger Proposal and the ratification of the Merger
Agreement between the parties in relation to the Merger at the CNR EGM and
the CNR H Shareholders’ Class Meeting;
(ii) having been registered on CNR’s register of shareholders since the date of record
of the CNR EGM and the CNR H Shareholders’ Class Meeting, and having held
CNR H Shares which are entitled to the proposed exercise of the CNR Put Option
from such date of record until the CNR Put Option Exercise Day; and
(iii) having fulfilled the filing procedures for the exercise of the CNR Put Option
during the CNR Put Option Declaration Period.
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The Effective Dissenting Shares which may be registered and the relevant
requirements
As contemplated by the section headed “Action to be taken by CNR Dissenting
Shareholders holding CNR H Shares to exercise the CNR Put Option — Entitlement
to Exercise the CNR Put Option” in the Circular, the CNR Dissenting Shareholders
falling within the following circumstances are not entitled to exercise the CNR Put
Option in respect of the relevant CNR Shares:
(i) holding CNR Shares with Share Restrictions;
(ii) having undertaken to CNR that he/she will surrender the CNR Put Option;
(iii) being a director, supervisor or a member of the senior management of CNR; or
(iv) being not permitted to exercise the CNR Put Option pursuant to applicable laws
and regulations.
In the event of a change in the shareholdings of CNR Shares of the CNR Dissenting
Shareholders during the period from the record date of the CNR EGM, CNR A
Shareholders’ Class Meeting and CNR H Shareholders’ Class Meeting (being 9
March 2015 for CNR H Shareholders) to the date that the CNR Put Option
Declaration Period commences (the “Period”), if at any time during the Period (i) the
number of CNR Shares held by the CNR Dissenting Shareholders is equal to or more
than the number of CNR Shares represented by the Effective Dissenting Votes, the
maximum number of CNR Shares in respect of which the CNR Dissenting
Shareholders are entitled to exercise the CNR Put Option is the number of CNR
Shares represented by the Effective Dissenting Votes, and (ii) the number of CNR
Shares held by the CNR Dissenting Shareholders is less than the number of CNR
Shares represented by the Effective Dissenting Votes, the maximum number of CNR
Shares in respect of which the CNR Dissenting Shareholders are entitled to exercise
the CNR Put Option is the lowest number of CNR Shares held by the CNR Dissenting
Shareholders during this Period.
Registration in respect of any part of the Effective Dissenting Shares which does not
satisfy the requirements set out above will be void.
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Procedures for exercise of CNR Put Option for CNR H Shares
Any CNR Dissenting Shareholders holding CNR H Shares who satisfied the
Entitlement Conditions and wish to exercise the CNR Put Option must exercise the
CNR Put Option by delivering CNR H Shares share certificates, the executed transfer
forms, the executed Exercise Notice of CNR Put Option (the form of which is
attached to this announcement) to CNR’s H share registrar, Computershare Hong
Kong Investor Services Limited, at Shops 1712-1716, 17th Floor, Hopewell Centre,
183 Queen’s Road East, Wanchai, Hong Kong during the CNR Put Option Declaration
Period during office hour 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on 7 May 2015.
HKSCC Nominees Limited will exercise the CNR Put Option for the investors
(including the southbound and northbound investors through the southbound and
northbound trading links of the Shanghai-Hong Kong Stock Connect) whose CNR
Shares are held in CCASS through CCASS participants. For beneficial owners whose
CNR A Shares and CNR H Shares are deposited in CCASS, HKSCC and HKSCC
Nominees Limited take no responsibility for the verification of the entitlement of the
CNR Dissenting Shareholder who Exercise the CNR Put Option.
Any CNR Dissenting Shareholders whose CNR H Shares are deposited in CCASS and
wish to exercise the CNR Put Option should give instructions and arrange with its
nominee，trustee or stock broker so that such nominee, trustee or stock broker can
exercise the CNR Put Option during the CNR Put Option Declaration Period.
CNR Put Option will not be granted to those CNR Dissenting Shareholders holding
CNR H Shares who have not registered during the CNR Put Option Declaration
Period or do not satisfy the Entitlement Conditions for whatever reasons.
Registration of the CNR Put Option completed by CNR Dissenting Shareholders is
irrevocable. All the Effective Dissenting Shares which have been validly registered
(the “Registered Put Option Shares”) will be transferred to the CNR Put Option
Provider(s) at the price of HK$7.21 per share. Stamp duty and other tax and expenses
(if any) payable on the transfer of the Registered Put Option Shares (the “Transfer
Expenses”) shall be paid by the CNR Dissenting Shareholders holding the Registered
Put Option Shares (the “Registered Dissenting Shareholder”) and the CNR Put
Option Provider(s) for CNR H Shares.
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TIMELINE FOR EXERCISE OF CNR PUT OPTION
Event

Date

Issue of implementation announcement by CNR regarding
declaration to exercise the CNR Put Option for CNR H Shares
after all conditions precedent to the Merger Agreement have
been satisfied and the conditions to implementing the Merger
have been satisfied or waived, as appropriate (the
“Implementation Announcement”)

29 April 2015

Last day of dealings in CNR H Shares

6 May 2015

Dealings in CNR H Shares ceased on the Hong Kong Stock
Exchange

7 May 2015

(a) CNR Put Option Declaration Period for CNR H Shares and
the issue of reminder announcement by CNR regarding the
exercise of CNR Put Option for CNR H Shares (the
“Reminder Announcement”); and

7 May 2015

(b) CNR Dissenting Shareholders to exercise the CNR Put Option
and deliver CNR H Share share certificates together with the
transfer forms and Exercise Notice of CNR Put Option to
CNR’s H share registrar
The latest time for CNR Dissenting Shareholders to lodge CNR
H Shares share certificates, transfer forms and Exercise Notice
of CNR Put Option to CNR’s H share registrar for the exercise
of the CNR Put Option

4:30 p.m.
on 7 May 2015

Announcement of the results of the exercise of CNR Put Option

12 May 2015

Announcement of the settlement of CNR Put Option

19 May 2015

Posting of remittances for the amounts due to the CNR
Dissenting Shareholders who have exercised the CNR Put
Option (the “CNR Put Option Exercise Day”) (Note 1)

19 May 2015

Transfer of title of the CNR Dissenting Shareholders who have
exercised the CNR Put Option to the CNR Put Option
Provider(s) (the “Transfer Date”)

19 May 2015

Note
1)

Remittances in respect of the amounts due to CNR Dissenting Shareholders who have exercised
the CNR Put Option will be posted to the relevant CNR H Shareholders by ordinary post at their
own risk and subject to receipt by CNR’s H share registrar, Computershare Hong Kong Investor
Services Limited, of all the relevant documents which render the exercise of CNR Put Option
complete and valid.
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Dealings in CNR H Shares on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange will be ceased with
effect from 9:00 a.m. on 7 May 2015 until withdrawal of the listing of CNR H Shares
on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange.
CNR will publish further announcement(s) in relation to the timeline for
implementation of the share exchange.
WARNING
The implementation of the Merger is subject to the Whitewash Waiver not
having been withdrawn or revoked. CNR Shareholders and potential investors in
CNR Securities should therefore exercise caution when dealing in CNR H Shares.
By order of the Board
China CNR Corporation Limited
Cui Dianguo
Chairman
Beijing, the PRC
29 April 2015
As at the date of this announcement, CNR’s Board comprises Mr. Xi Guohua as executive director, Mr.
Cui Dianguo and Mr. Wan Jun as non-executive directors, and Mr. Li Fenghua, Mr. Zhang Zhong, Ms.
Shao Ying and Mr. Sun Patrick as independent non-executive directors. The CNR Directors jointly and
severally accept full responsibility for the accuracy of the information contained in this announcement
and confirm, having made all reasonable enquiries, that to the best of their knowledge, opinions
expressed in this announcement have been arrived at after due and careful consideration and there are
no other facts not contained in this announcement the omission of which would make any statement
in this announcement misleading.
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EXERCISE NOTICE OF CNR PUT OPTION
We / I hereby complete this exercise notice of CNR Put Option (the “Exercise
Notice”) with sufficient understanding of the Entitlement Conditions (as defined in
the announcement of CNR dated 29 April 2015) for the exercise of CNR Put Option
for CNR H Shares.
We / I, as a CNR Dissenting Shareholder holding CNR H Shares who satisfied the
Entitlement Conditions, hereby exercise the CNR Put Options and submit the
declaration documents in relation to our / my CNR Put Option for CNR H Shares, to
Computershare Hong Kong Investor Services Limited, for the purposes of exercising
our / my CNR Put Option for CNR H Shares and transferring the title of the
underlying shares.
Information of the CNR Dissenting Shareholder(s)
Name
Number of CNR Shares held for casting
Effective Dissenting Votes at the CNR
EGM and the CNR H Shareholders’ Class
Meeting
Number of CNR H Shares currently held
Number of CNR H Shares under exercise
HKID number or Business Registration
number
Contact phone number
Signature(s)
(Please also affix company seal for
corporate shareholders)
Date
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